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Elrond Voice: The Pacesetting Platform for
the AI Voice-NFT Tech Space
1. Introduction
A Look at the NFT world with increasing innovations leads to more use cases of the
phenomenon. Its existence creates profitable ventures for both investors and creators
alike. The text to speech sector is one intriguing niche that never looks like it had any
business with the NFT space. It falls under voice verse technology. Voice NFT is a
second-generation NFT enshrined in the AI space.
The concept provides ownership of a unique voice in the Metaverse. The aim is to
enable holders to generate a talking clip of their avatars with a voice NFT. It also offers
layer one NFT collections that contain words, sounds, phrases, and expressions
available in the English language, available in a huge NFT database that can be anytime
used for other projects.

2. Problem Description
The text-to-speech industry comes with some constraints. The problems themselves
limit the end-user from getting optimum experiences from the system. Some common
limitations associated with the traditional systems include exorbitant prices, no flexible
structures, and no decentralisation.
In today's business arena, sole reliance on a centralised or traditional system hinders the
ability to extend a base system. The need for transparency and a reward system ranks
high in customer demand.
Furthermore, payment structures on Elrond blockchain have taken a whole new
dimension, eliminating exorbitant fees for products and services.
Blockchain platforms know the importance of a friendly pricing structure and consider
all issues relating to this trend. However, as each platform fixes a price it believes to be

the best, there's still the issue of a slightly higher price across networks. Subsequently,
the Elrond network aims to correct this trend. It intends to provide a price structure that
is friendly and more affordable than other blockchain platforms.

3. About Elrond Voice
Elrond Voice provides a platform with more user-friendly interfaces as the voice verse
grows in scope. Its goal is to integrate one unique layer voice NFT database with custom
neural voices to enable brands to have a distinct and powerful AI voice.

3.1 Elrond Voice Products
Elrond provides a text-to-speech application. However, the two products, in retrospect,
including

●

Elrond Voice AI system

Elrond Voice will be a Decentralized App on the Elrond blockchain that provides an
easy-to-use text-to-speech AI system. It is a unique NFT database that offers end-users
the ability to generate high-quality voiceover products. The product also provides
personal use for complex applications covering the following.

●

The Layer One NFT collection

>40000 NFT’s minted & owned by project supporters. Each NFT will contain one
unique word used more or less in the English language. The frequency rank can bring
more or less rewards tot the owner when the smart contract AI will distribute the EVO
rewards.
The ownership of layer one NFTs comes with various benefits. First, it serves as a source
of EVO revenue distributed by the smart contracts, making the system scalable when
using the protocol consensus and Elrond’s sharding mechanics. That will serve the
system at being fast and cheap. Placing the English language on blockchain is the second

major benefit. That will permit the development of many other systems on top of the
public distributed collection.

●

EVO Token

EVO is a deflationary utility token of the voice system. It got minted on the Elrond
blockchain with a unique token identifier:EVO-cd02a2. The token functions in the
economy of the Elrond system for purchasing a layer one NFT by the pioneering
supporters, for the usage of the AI and for rewarding NFT owners. The goal is to have
end users purchase AI products or give layer one NFT owners rewards.

The use of layer one NFT comes with various benefits. First, it serves as a source of
improvement to the base smart contracts, making the system scalable. The deployment
of two methods makes it a possibility.
Scalability remains the reason for the development on Elrond blockchain. Elrond Voice
takes this phenomenon seriously to ensure it provides the best system for any app or
entity that will use the system.

4. The Solution
The use of layer one is a strategic move at providing the best text-to-speech solutions. It
is the connecting element between the AI technology, the end-users, and the project's
stakeholders.
Elrond Voice team intends to create over 40 000 NFTs minted by the community on the
platform. The first point of the call includes placing various common words in the
English language in the form of NFT’s available on Elrond network. Then, it intends to
extend this phase by continuously adding functional products for a diverse audience. If a
specific word isn't available, the team gets to implement suitable technical solutions in

the AI system. The aim is the provision of a full voiceover product. Elrond Voice will
produce a minimum of 40 NFT collections (each containing 1000 NFTs) to achieve this
goal. These NFT's will be produced and available for minting on specific dates to be
revealed in the official announcements channels. Each time one NFT will be minted
using EVO the smart contract will burn and distribute EVO following the next plan:
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Minted Volume > 40,000 layer one NFTs
NFT Minting Volume- 1000 NFTs in mini collections

The choice of 40,000 words for an AI to speak the English language is strategic. A
standard English dictionary (like the Oxford English dictionary) contains about 171,476
words in use. An adult native speaker knows and uses about 15,000 words. On the other
hand, a more educated adult knows between 25,000 to 35,000 words. The age and level
of education determine the knowledge. The estimation covers all the words a person
knows. Therefore, 40,000 words from an AI teach the most frequently used words in the
English language. It includes the ones used only once a year or since their childhood.
Elrond Voice also ensures that its English tool focuses on vocabulary related to personal
life (hobbies, business, work, etc.). The goal is to follow a frequency list for optimum
performance and productivity.
Custom NFT's will also be available so that the layer one could also use unique words,
custom expressions, brands, names, or any other sounds proposed by the community. A
customised frequency list provides the layer one that allows you to use the English
language efficiently.
We know how important it is for potential buyers to own many super-used words. For
this reason, we design AI to reward them. Therefore, the NFT properties will be
structured so that the AI could use layer one for producing the requested end-user result
and, at the same time, reward the owner of each used NFT (see the reward part).

5. Use Case of EVO
One of the primary uses of the project is to guarantee high-quality voiceover products
for the end-users. Other uses include

● Media content creation
● Gaming industry
● Metaverse projects

6. Roadmap
Phase One
Q4- 2021
● Research on the Elrond blockchain
● Minting of the EVO token
● Pre-allocation of the EVO NFTs

Phase Two
Q1- 2022
● The first stage of the community growth
● Research on the AI integration
● Starting the distribution of the EVO Token

Q2- 2022
● Starting production of the layer one NFT
● Sales of the first 1000 NFTs (top 1000 most used words in English language)
● Integration with the Elrond Blockchain
● Public Sales
● Development of the AI and its tools research
● Commencement of the EVO burning
● Production of the layer one NFT

Q3-2022
● Continue production of the layer one NFT
● Maiar Exchange listing

Q4-2022
● Development of an AI blockchain
● Partnership with strategic Dapps
● Continue production of the layer one NFT

Phase Three
Q1-2023
● Commencement of AI to Mainnet
● Production of the Custom NFTs

Q2-2023
● Development of the Custom layers
● Creation of the DApp bridge

Q3-2023
● TBD

7. EVO Tokenomics
Token Identifier- EVO-cd02a2
Max Supply- 100,000,000 EVO
Current Supply- 100,000,000 EVO
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8. Conclusion
The Elrond Voice system welcomes all to a world of seamless possibilities in the AI
Voice space. We aim to provide the best Personal and Business integration with our
Application to offer second to none opportunities. The platform creates a user-friendly
AI system that uses the power of blockchain to be easily integrated with various apps or
dapps.

9. Disclaimer
This whitepaper does not serve as or represent an offering, document, or prospectus. Nothing
in the document or any other publication of Elrond Voice constitutes any form of investment
advice or recommendation. It should not be regarded as an offer, solicitation, invitation, or
recommendation to buy or sell any tokens. The Elrond Voice is publishing this paper solely to
receive feedback and comments on our project and plans from the public. Whatever you read
in any publication from Elrond Voice is not a guarantee or promise of direction or goals of
either the EVO token or the development of the utility.
Furthermore, this project cannot and will not function without all the sales of all 40,000 Audio
NFTs. Therefore we have created a budget tailored toward generating income. Also, Elrond
intends to cover unforeseeable shortcomings, though not expected. We are only trying to
create something unique and outstanding in the text-to-speech niche. It is a long-term play for
us, and we intend to do the needful to make this project a huge success and ensure community
standards. However, note that EVO is not a "stablecoin" and, like most cryptocurrencies, may
be volatile and may lose value. Therefore, no recommendation is made herein regarding the
advisability of purchasing EVO. Furthermore, the token value may rise or fall; do not
purchase EVO if you cannot bear the loss of the entire purchase price.
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